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Description

Technical Field:

[0001] The present invention relates to a rotary internal
combustion engine.

Background Art:

[0002] Conventionally, various researches and studies
have been made on a rotary internal combustion engine
of a type in which combustion pressure directly provides
rotation to a piston head. One example is a so-called
Wankel cycle engine.
[0003] The Wankel cycle engine has conventional
problems in that a rotor performs complicated move-
ments that an approximately triangular rotor rotates while
revolving, with an eccentric shaft being interposed, in a
housing in a shape of an epitrochoid curve and in that
leakage of fuel occurs. In the Wankel cycle engine, the
rotor having received combustion pressure does not ro-
tate directly and, when the rotor rotates while revolving
in the housing, the interposing of the eccentric shaft is
required. The eccentric shaft is equivalent to a crank shaft
of a reciprocating mechanism. Therefore, the rotor of the
Wankel cycle engine does not carry out purely circular
movements. In an originally targeted rotary internal com-
bustion engine, a face of a rotor fixed to a working shaft
in a cylinder is adapted to receive combustion expansion
pressure and the face of the rotor performs a circular
movement to thereby directly provides rotation to the
working shaft. However, such a rotary internal combus-
tion engine has not been realized yet.
[0004] In Patent Reference 1, for example, a rotary en-
gine is disclosed which houses an approximately trian-
gular rotor in cocoon-like housing having an inner cir-
cumferential surface in a shape of a trochoid curve.
[0005] PATENT LITERATURE 1: Japanese Patent
Application Laid-open No. 2007-298013.
[0006] Similar rotary engines are disclosed in JP S48
28811 A and JP S57 76205 A.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

Problems to be solved by the Invention:

[0007] There are three major obstacles to achievement
of a conventional rotary internal combustion engine. That
is, since the space surrounding a rotor of the conventional
rotary internal combustion engine has a well hole struc-
ture, the following problems arise:

a. It is difficult to define a combustion chamber in a
cylinder or in a manner to face cylinder space.
b. It is impossible to construct a starting point (base
point) for a mechanical action which can provide
combustion expansion pressure to a face of a rotor
in a working stroke.

c. A malfunction occurs caused by seizure on a slid-
ing face between a cylinder circumferential wall and
a rotor outer edge.

[0008] The present invention has been made in light
of the problems described above and has an object to
provide a rotary internal combustion engine as follow:

In a cylinder, being timed to the rotation of a rotor, a
cylinder space in a radial direction is shut off by a
shutoff valve. Then, mixed air or high-pressure air
and fuel is/are injected into a combustion chamber
being a sealed layer formed between a rotor blade
and the shutoff valve and, is/are ignited or fired (lit)
simultaneously with the injection. Rotation is directly
provided by a combustion expansion pressure gen-
erated by the combustion to the rotor and to a work-
ing shaft fixed to the rotor. It is another object of the
present invention to provide the rotary internal com-
bustion engine capable of preventing seizure occur-
ring between the rotor outer edge and a contact wall
by interposing an elastic body such as a coil spring
or a spring between a plurality of components in each
of a rotor base and a rotor blade constructing the
rotor and by enabling the adjustment of a distance
in left/right and up/down directions of the rotor.

Solution to Problem:

[0009] To achieve above objects, according to an as-
pect of the present invention, there is provided a rotary
internal combustion engine as specified in claim 1. Fur-
ther optional features of the invention are indicated in the
dependent claim.

Effects of the Invention:

[0010] With the above configuration, in the cylinder,
being timed to the rotation of the rotor, cylinder space in
a radial direction can be shut off by the shutoff valve.
Then, mixed air or high-pressure air and fuel is/are in-
jected into the combustion chamber being the sealed lay-
er formed between the rotor blade and the shutoff valve
and, is/are ignited or fired simultaneously with the injec-
tion, and, therefore, rotation can be directly provided by
a combustion expansion pressure generated by the com-
bustion to the rotor and the working shaft fixed to the
rotor. Seizure occurring between a rotor outer edge and
a contact wall can be prevented by interposing a coil
spring or a spring etc. between a plurality of components
in each of the rotor base and the rotor blade making up
the rotor and by enabling the adjustment of a distances
in left/right and up/down directions of the rotor.
[0011] In one embodiment, the rotary internal combus-
tion engine comprises:

a cylinder having a cylinder circumferential wall pro-
vided with a horizontal valve-groove on an inner cir-
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cumferential surface thereof;
a working shaft concentrically run through said cyl-
inder and held to be freely rotatable;
a rotor which includes a rotor base made of a circular
shell, a rotor base surrounding wall, and a rotor blade
standing in a radial direction of said rotor base sur-
rounding wall, and which is firmly fixed to said work-
ing shaft;
a shutoff valve which performs intermittent move-
ments of insertion and returning between an outside
of said cylinder and a cylinder space defined inside
said cylinder; and
left and right side lids each having one of two longi-
tudinal valve-grooves;
wherein, in said cylinder space, both side faces of
said rotor base and all outer edge portions of said
rotor blade are hermetically in contact with left and
right inner walls; and
when the insertion of said shutoff valve into said cyl-
inder space is completed, both ends of said shutoff
valve are hermetically held by said two longitudinal
valve-grooves formed in said left and right side lids
respectively, an upper portion of said shutoff valve
is hermetically held by said horizontal valve-groove
formed in said cylinder circumferential wall and a
lower end surface of said shutoff valve is hermetically
in contact with said rotor base surrounding wall to
form a sliding face of said rotor base; and
immediately after passing of said rotor blade through
a position of said shutoff valve, said shutoff valve is
inserted into said cylinder space to stop up said cyl-
inder space in a radial direction, and compressed
mixed air, or compressed air and fuel is/are injected
into a sealed layer, which serves as a combustion
chamber and which is defined between said shutoff
valve and said rotor blade, to be ignited or fired in
said combustion chamber; and
further said rotor blade is pressed with combustion
expansion pressure, with said shutoff valve as a
base point for a mechanical action, to directly provide
rotation to said working shaft, and combustion gas
is released through an exhaust hole and said shutoff
valve is returned back to the outside of said cylinder
for preparation of a next stroke to terminate one
working stroke.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0012]

Figure 1 is a partial cross-sectional view of a rotary
internal combustion engine for explaining the
present invention.
Figure 2 is a partial cross-sectional view of the rotary
internal combustion engine.
Figures 3(a) to (d) are a diagram showing a state of
rotation of a rotor blade and opening/closing of a
shutoff valve of the rotary internal combustion en-

gine.
Figure 4 is an exploded perspective view of a rotor
of the rotary internal combustion engine.
Figures 5 (a) to (c) are a diagram showing one ex-
ample of a depth-of-cut matching method or the like.
Figures 6 (a) and (b) are a diagram showing other
examples of the depth-of-cut matching method or
the like.
Figures 7 (a) and (b) are a diagram showing a con-
figuration in which a ski is attached to a seal plate.
Figure 8 is a partial cross-sectional diagram of a ro-
tary internal combustion engine according to a first
embodiment of the invention.
Figure 9 is a partial cross-sectional diagram of a ro-
tary internal combustion engine according to the first
embodiment.
Figure 10 is a partial cross-sectional diagram of a
rotary internal combustion engine.
Figure 11 is a partial cross-sectional diagram of a
rotary internal combustion engine.
Figure 12 is a partial cross-sectional diagram of a
rotary internal combustion engine.
Figure 13 is a partial cross-sectional diagram of a
rotary internal combustion engine.
Figure 14 is a partial cross-sectional diagram of a
rotary internal combustion engine according to a sec-
ond embodiment.
Figure 15 is a partial cross-sectional diagram of a
rotary internal combustion engine according to a
third embodiment.
Figure 16 is a partial cross-sectional diagram of a
rotary internal combustion engine according to the
third embodiment.

[REFERENCE SIGNS LIST]

[0013] 1: Cylinder, 2: Side lid, 3: Working shaft, 4: Cyl-
inder circumferential wall, 5: Side internal wall, 6: Injec-
tion nozzle, 7: Ignition plug, 8: Cylinder space, 9: Com-
bustion chamber, 10: Rotor, 11: Rotor base, 12: Side
rotor base, 13: Rotor base surrounding wall, 15: Shaft
bush, 17: Bearing, 20: Rotor blade, 21: Blade base plate,
22: Side seal plate, 23: Top seal plate, 24: Corner seal
plate, 25: Base, 26: Rib, 27: Pressing plate, 28: Ski, 31:
Shutoff valve, 32: Valve body, 33: Adjusting valve, 34,
35a to 35d: Coil spring, 37: Bolt, 38a and 38b: Pin, 39a
and 39b: Floating hole, 40: Longitudinal valve-groove,
41: Horizontal valve-groove, 42: Exhaust hole, 50:
Switching pointer, 61: Valve reciprocating mechanism,
151: Lifting electromagnet, 156: Suction electromagnet.

BEST MODE CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0014] Hereinafter, suitable embodiments of a rotary
internal combustion engine of the present invention are
described with reference to the drawings.
[0015] First, mutual positional relationship among the
parts and terminology of an embodiment of the rotary
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internal combustion engine of the present invention are
explained and defined as follow.

(a) In each of the drawings, as a general rule, it is
supposed that a working shaft of the rotary internal
combustion engine is set up in a horizontal position.
Hereinafter, its parts or components are described
by referring to each of the drawings.
(b) In a cylinder, in order to specify the positional
relation of a rotor, its shaft center direction is treated
as a lower position and its circumferential inner wall
direction is treated as an upper position. This is ap-
plied to any rotation angle.
(c) In a back-and-forth relation of a rotary internal
combustion engine, while a rotor is rotating, a direc-
tion in which a certain portion passes under a hori-
zontal valve-groove for the shutoff valve and moves
forward is defined as a forth direction.
(d) A "sealed layer" is a space which is formed be-
tween a rotating rotor and the shutoff valve while the
shutoff valve cuts off a cylinder circumferential
space. The sealed layer and a combustion chamber
is the same and the combustion chamber is called
the sealed layer before air and fuel are injected there-
in.
(e) A "seizure prevention distance" refers to a dis-
tance that can prevent seizure owing to an expansion
distance occurring by combustion heat and sliding.
(f) A "one working stroke" refers to a series of work
including the formation of the sealed layer between
the shutoff valve and the rotating rotor in the cylinder,
injection of fuel or air etc. into the sealed layer, pro-
vision of rotation to the rotor and the working shaft
by a combustion expansion pressure generated by
ignition or firing, exhausting of combustion gas, and
returning of the shutoff valve to an outside of the
cylinder for transition to a next stroke.
(g) A "working angle" is an angle defined between
the shutoff valve and the rotor, with a shaft center
as a reference point, when the rotary internal com-
bustion engine is driven.
(h) A "working distance" refers to a distance between
the rotor blade and the shutoff valve occurring at the
time of ending of one working stroke and to a dis-
tance of a circular arc to be measured using an av-
erage position of height of the rotor blade.
(i) A "tangential angle" is an angle formed between
the circumferential wall and left/right side walls.

[0016] Hereinafter, each embodiment is described
grounded on the above definition.
[0017] Figure 1 is a cross-sectional view of a rotary
internal combustion engine 601 taken along a line a-a of
Fig. 2. Figure 2 is a cross-sectional view of the rotary
internal combustion engine 601 taken along a line b-b of
Fig. 1. Figs. 3 (a) to (d) show a state of the rotation of a
rotor blade 20 and the opening/closing of a shutoff valve
31 of the rotary internal combustion engine 601. Fig 4.

is an exploded perspective view of a rotor 10 of the rotary
internal combustion engine 601.
[0018] As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, in the rotary internal
combustion engine 601, a working shaft 3 is run concen-
trically through a cylinder 1 and the rotor 10 is fixed to
the working shaft 3. That is, in a center of the rotor 10 is
provided an opened portion through which the working
shaft 3 is run, whereby the rotor 10 and working shaft 3
are fixed to each other. The rotor 10 is constructed of a
rotor base 11 made up of a circular shell and the rotor
blade 20 standing in a radial direction of a rotor base
surrounding wall 13. The rotor base 11 and the rotor blade
20 are formed integrally. Shaft bushes 15 disposed in a
center of a circle of each of side lids 2 disposed on
left/right end surfaces of the cylinder 1 are adapted to
support respectively the working shaft 3. Bearings 17 are
provided in a space between the shaft bushes 15 and
the working shaft 3 to make smooth the rotation of the
working shaft 3. In a cylinder space 8, all portions includ-
ing both side surfaces of the rotor base 11 and outer edge
portions of the rotor blade 20 are hermetically in contact
with left and right side internal walls 5 and a cylinder
circumferential wall 4. This contact state is maintained in
any rotation angle of the rotor 10 caused by the rotation
of the working shaft 3.
[0019] The shutoff valve 31 is mechanically connected
to a valve reciprocating mechanism 61 via a valve at-
taching bar 43. The shutoff valve 31 performs intermittent
movements of insertion and returning between an out-
side of the cylinder 1 and the cylinder space 8 by a driving
force of the valve reciprocating mechanism 61. At the
time of being returned, the shutoff valve 31 is housed in
a casing 45. Under the above configuration, when the
insertion of the shutoff valve 31 into the cylinder space
8 is completed, both ends of the shutoff valve 31 are
hermetically held by two longitudinal valve-groove 40
formed on the left/right side lids 2. An upper portion of
the shutoff valve 31 is hermetically held by a horizontal
valve-groove 41 formed on the cylinder circumferential
wall 4. The lower end face of the shutoff valve 31 is her-
metically in contact with the rotor base surrounding wall
13, thereby defining a sliding surface of the rotor base
11. Furthermore, since a distance of reciprocating motion
of the shutoff valve 31 is shorter compared with a rotating
distance of the rotor 10, the speed responding ability is
sufficiently guaranteed (also in the embodiments of the
invention as well).
[0020] In the operation of the rotary internal combus-
tion engine 601, immediately after the rotor blade 20
passes through a position of the shutoff valve 31, the
shutoff valve 31 is inserted by the valve reciprocating
mechanism 61 into the cylinder space 8 and the cylinder
space 8 is shut off in a radius direction (see Fig. 3(a)).
With this, compressed mixed air or compressed air and
fuel is/are injected into a sealed layer 9, which serves as
a combustion chamber 9, formed between the shutoff
valve 31 and the rotor blade 20 and, in the combustion
chamber 9, the compressed mix air or the compressed
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air and fuel is/are ignited or fired by an ignition plug 7.
Moreover, switching of ignition or firing by the ignition
plug 7 is configured to be controlled by a switching pointer
50. With such a configuration, a combustion expansion
pressure causes the rotor blade 20 to be pressed, with
the shutoff value 31 as a starting point for a mechanical
action, thus directly providing rotation to the working shaft
3 (see Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(c)). Then, combustion gas is
released through an exhaust hole 42 formed in an ap-
propriate position of the side internal wall 5 or the cylinder
circumferential wall 4 existing in a place where the rota-
tion of the rotor 10 almost ends (see Fig. 3(d)) and, for
preparation for a next stroke, the shutoff valve 31 is re-
turned back by the valve reciprocating mechanism 61 to
the outside of the cylinder 1, thereby completing one
working stroke. Thus, one of the characteristics of the
rotary internal combustion engine 601 is that the com-
bustion chamber 9 is formed in the cylinder space 8 and
the combustion expansion pressure provides rotation di-
rectly to the rotor 10 and the working shaft 3, with the
shutoff valve 31 being a starting point for a mechanical
action. Moreover, on the exhaust hole 42, a bridging plate
29 is provided to make smooth the movement of the rotor
blade 20.
[0021] As shown in Fig. 1, at the time of insertion of
the shutoff valve 31 into the cylinder space 8, in order to
prevent mutual interference accidents such as fretting
and/or collision occurring between a lower end face of
the shutoff valve 31 and the rotor base surrounding wall
13 and in order to facilitate the smooth start of sliding
between the lower end face of the shutoff valve 31 and
the rotor base surrounding wall 13, the rotary internal
combustion engine 601 has following configurations.
[0022] That is, a radial distance is shortened by a in-
terference prevention distance H in a circular rotational
angle region W of the rotor base 11 in a manner to be
timed to the insertion of the shutoff valve 31 into the cyl-
inder space 8, so that the rotor base surrounding wall 13
has a cam-like shape. Moreover, the shutoff valve 31
described in Fig.1 has a structure employing a so-called
"longitudinal insertion" by which the shutoff valve 31 is
inserted into and withdrawn from a circumferential space
of the cylinder 1 in a radial direction and, the shutoff valve
31, when being returned to the outside of the cylinder 1,
rises in upright direction, as a result, such a problem in
the case of the insertion of the shutoff valve 31 as de-
scribed above does not occur. Therefore, during the time
while the shutoff valve 31 is returned back thereto, it is
not necessary to form the rotor base surrounding wall 13
into a cam-like shape. Thus, timed to the shutoff valve
31 is inserted into the cylinder space 8, by shortening a
radial distance of the rotor base 11 so that the rotor base
11 has a cam-like shape, shock and mutual interference
between the lower end face of the shutoff valve 31 and
the rotor base surrounding wall 13 can be prevented,
thereby, enabling smooth start of sliding between the
shutoff valve 31 and the rotor base surrounding wall 13.
[0023] On the other hand, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2,

the engine has the following structure, in order to prevent
overheated seizure occurring between the shutoff valve
31 and the rotor base surrounding wall 13. That is, by
providing an adjusting valve 33 under a valve body 32 in
the shutoff valve 31 and by interposing an elastic body
such as a coil spring 35a (plate spring may be used)
between the valve body 32 and the adjusting valve 33,
a distance between the valve body 32 and the adjusting
valve 33 is adjusted. By configuring as above, the thermal
expansion distance occurring at the time of working of
the shutoff valve 31 is absorbed which enables the pre-
vention of seizure therebetween. Also, hermeticity be-
tween the lower end face of the shutoff valve 31 and a
sliding face of the rotor base surrounding wall 13 is en-
hanced by stress of the coil spring 35a or the like.
[0024] Though illustrations are simplified in Figs. 1 and
2, a gap between the valve body 32 and the adjusting
valve 33 is filled up(eliminated) by a depth-of-cut match-
ing method, half-lap joint matching method, or superpo-
sition method so as to maintain hermeticity between in
front and at the rear of the shutoff valve 31. Moreover,
examples of the depth-of-cut matching method, half-lap
joint matching method or the like are shown in Figs. 5 (a)
to (c). Thus, by providing the adjusting valve 33 under
the shutoff valve 31 to enable the adjustment of an
up/down distance using the elastic body such as the coil
spring 35a, it is made possible to prevent seizure be-
tween the lower end face of the shutoff valve 31 and the
rotor base surrounding wall 13 and to achieve proper
sliding therebetween.
[0025] Furthermore, as shown in Figs. 2 and 4, in order
to prevent overheated seizure occurring between both
the side ends of the rotor base 11 and left/right side in-
ternal walls 5, and to maintain proper contact therebe-
tween, the rotor base 11 is divided into a plurality of por-
tions in the left and right direction. That is, the divided
rotor bases 12 are provided on left and right sides of the
rotor base 11. Then, among the divided portions are pro-
vided proper intervals used for the adjustment of the ther-
mal expansion distance of the rotor base 11 and the
left/right distance is made adjustable by using an elastic
body etc. such as a coil spring 35c or the like. Instead of
the coil spring 35c, a plate spring may be used. Herme-
ticity between in front and at the rear of the rotor 10 is
maintained by the depth-of-cut matching method, super-
position method or the like. Moreover, examples of the
depth-of-cut matching method, half-lap joint matching
method, or the like are shown in Figs. 6 (a) and (b). By
configuring as above, seizure between the rotor base 11
and the side internal wall 5 can be prevented and proper
contact therebetween can be maintained. A hole of a pin
38a of each of the side rotor bases 12 is a floating hole
relative to the pin 38a attached to the rotor base 11. By
configuring as above, the sliding between the left/right
surfaces of the rotor 10 and contacted walls can be made
proper.
[0026] As shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 4, the rotor blade
20 is integrally formed with the rotor base 11 . However
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due to the configuration that the two components are
different in shape and function from each other, each of
them has its own individual measures to prevent the sei-
zure. That is, the top portion of the blade base plate 21
and its both side end faces are formed to have intervals
for seizure prevention distance relative to the cylinder
circumferential wall 4 and each of left/right side internal
walls 5. A rear face of the blade base plate 21 is formed
so as to be plane and to have a rectangular base 25
directing from a lower center of the plane portion of the
blade base plate 21 toward an upper portion. Side seal
plates 22 are disposed in left/right portions of the base
25. On the upper portion of the base 25 is disposed a top
seal plate 23. At both tangential angle portions in the
upper direction of the base 25 are disposed corner seal
plates 24. Each of the seal plates 22 to 24 is in a close
contact with facing walls so as to fill up a seizure pre-
venting distance portion positioned between each exter-
nal ends of the blade base plate 21 and each facing walls.
A proper interval is provided between an internal end
face of each of the above seal plates 22 to 24 and the
base 25 and the interval is adjusted by using the coil
springs 34 and 35b or a plate spring or the like. With this,
each of seal plates 22 to 24 is pushed by pressure prop-
erly to ensure contact between the cylinder circumferen-
tial wall 4 and the side internal walls 5 being facing walls
relative to each of the seal plates 22 to 24.
[0027] By junction among the seal plates 22 to 24 mu-
tually using the half-lap joint matching method or the like
shown in Figs. 5(a) to (c) above, hermeticity between in
front and at the rear of the rotor blade 20 is maintained.
The components such as each seal plates described
above are held stably by using a pressing plate 27. That
is, in a state in which the base 25 and each of the seal
plates 22 to 24 is sandwiched between the blade base
plate 21 and the pressing plate 27, pins 38b is fixed via
coil springs 35d and washers 36 to nuts 37. Moreover,
though not shown, it is needless to say that a small spring,
which is in contact with the base 25, may be disposed,
at an angle of 45° at a corner on the base 25 side of the
corner seal plate 24.
[0028] By configuring as above, the distances in
up/down and left/right directions of the rotor blade 20 are
adjusted by using the coil springs 34 and 35b etc. in a
region between the seal plates 22 to 24 of the rotor blade
20 and the base 25 to prevent seizure between the rotor
blade 20 and the cylinder circumferential wall 4 and/or
side internal walls 5 being a facing walls of the rotor blade
20 and to obtain excellent sliding therebetween while her-
meticity between in front and at the rear of the rotor 10
is maintained.
[0029] In order to prevent an obstacle to the rotation
of the rotor 10 caused by the interference including for
example, drop or engagement of each of the seal plates
22 to 24 into or with the longitudinal valve-groove 40, the
horizontal valve-groove 41, an exhaust hole 42, and an
unillustrated oil collecting groove etc., which may occur
at the time of the rotation of the rotor 10, the following

configuration is employed. That is, as shown in Figs. 7(a)
and (b), each of the seal plates passing through each of
the grooves or holes described above is provided with a
bar called a ski 28 having an appropriate length so that
each of the grooves or holes is bridged by the bar. More
specifically, one configuration is shown in Fig. 7(a) in
which the top seal plate 23 is provided with the ski 28
and another configuration is shown in Fig. 7 (b) in which
the corner seal plate 24 is provided with the ski 28. In
other drawings, the illustration of the ski 28 is simplified
(omitted) in some cases. Like this by providing the seal
plates 22 to 24 of the rotor blade 20 with a bridging lever
called the ski 28 to bridge the grooves and holes etc.,
interference between grooves or holes and seal plates
can be prevented.
[0030] As described above, the rotary internal combus-
tion engine 601 includes the cylinder 1 having the cylinder
circumferential wall 4 provided with the horizontal valve-
groove 41 formed on the internal circumferential face,
the working shaft 3 run concentrically through the cylinder
1 and held so as to freely rotate, the rotor 10 , fixed to
the working shaft 3, made up of the rotor base 11 con-
structed of a circular shell and the rotor blade 20 standing
in a radial direction of the rotor base surrounding wall 13,
the side lids 40 having the shutoff valve 31 to perform an
intermittent movement of insertion and returning be-
tween the outside of the cylinder 1 and the cylinder space
8 and the longitudinal valve-grooves 40. In the cylinder
space 8 in the cylinder 1, both the side faces of the rotor
base 11 and all outer edge portions of the rotor blade 20
are hermetically in contact with the left/right walls and,
when the insertion of the shutoff valve 31 into the cylinder
space 8 is completed, both sides of the shutoff valve 31
are hermetically held by two longitudinal valve-grooves
40 disposed on the left/right side lids 2 and further the
upper portion of the shutoff valve 31 is hermetically held
by the horizontal valve-groove 41 on the cylinder circum-
ferential wall 4. The lower end face of the shutoff valve
31 is hermetically in contact with the rotor base surround-
ing wall 13 to form a sliding face of the rotor base 11 and,
immediately after the rotor blade passes through a posi-
tion of the shutoff valve 31, the shutoff valve 31 is inserted
into the cylinder space 8 to stop up the cylinder space 8
in a radial direction and compressed mixed air or com-
pressed air and fuel is/are injected into the sealed layer,
serving as the fuel chamber 9, formed between the shut-
off valve 31 and the rotor blade 20. The air and fuel are
ignited or fired in the fuel chamber 9 and the combustion
expansion pressure generated by the ignition presses
the rotor blade 20 with pressure, with the shutoff valve
31 as a starting point for a mechanical action, to directly
provide rotation to the working shaft 3 and the combustion
gas is released through the exhaust hole 42 and then the
shutoff valve 31 is returned back to the outside of the
cylinder 1 for preparation of a next stroke and one working
stroke now ends.
[0031] Also, the rotary internal combustion engine 601
is characterized in that, in a manner to be timed to the
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insertion of the shutoff valve 31 into the cylinder space
8, a radial distance in a rotation angle region W of the
rotor base 11 is shortened by an interference prevention
distance H so that the rotor base surrounding wall 13 has
a cam-like shape.
[0032] Also, the rotary internal combustion engine 601
is characterized in that, the shutoff valve 31 has the valve
body 32 and the adjusting valve 33 disposed in a lower
portion of the valve body 32 and, by interposing the elastic
body between the valve body 32 and the adjusting valve
33 to adjust a distance therebetween and the gap be-
tween the valve body 32 and the adjusting valve 33 is
filled up by any one of the depth-of-cut matching method,
half-lap joint matching method, and superposition meth-
od of components making up the valve body 32 and the
adjusting valve 33 to enable the up/down distance to be
adjusted.
[0033] Also, the rotary internal combustion engine 601
is characterized in that, the rotor base 11 is divided into
a plurality of portions in left/right direction and an appro-
priate interval is provided among the divided portions and
an elastic body etc. is used among the divided portions
to make the left/right distance adjustable, and hermeticity
between in front and at the rear of the rotor 10 is main-
tained by the depth-of-cut matching method, superposi-
tion method or the like of components making up the
rotary base 11, which enables the adjustment of the
left/right distance.
[0034] Also, the rotary internal combustion engine 601
is characterized in that , the rotor blade 20 includes the
blade base plate 21, the rectangular base 25 extending
upward from a lower center of a plane portion of the rotor
blade 21, the side seal plates 22 disposed in the left and
right portions of the base 25, the top seal plate 23 dis-
posed in an upper portion of the base 25, and the corner
seal plates 24 disposed at tangential angle portions in
the upper portion of the base 25. The top portion and
both side end faces of the blade base plate 21 are formed
to have intervals for a seizure prevention distance. Each
of the side seal plate 22, top seal plate 23, and corner
seal plate 24 fills up a portion corresponding to the sei-
zure prevention distance between each outer end of the
blade base plate 21 and each facing walls, and is her-
metically in contact with the facing walls. There is pro-
vided an appropriate interval between each of the internal
side end faces of the side seal plate 22, top seal plate
23, and corner seal plate 24 and the base 25 and these
intervals can be adjusted by using the elastic body, and
each of the seal plates 22 to 24 is pressed appropriately
with pressure to ensure contact between each of the seal
plates 22 to 24 and the facing walls 4 and 5. Hermeticity
between in front and at the rear of the rotor blade 20 is
maintained by a junction using any one of the depth-of-
cut matching method, half-lap joint matching method, and
superposition method using the components for the side
seal plate 22, top seal plate 23, and corner seal plate 24.
[0035] Also, the rotary internal combustion engine 601
is characterized in that, each holes and each grooves

are bridged by at least any of the seal plates 22 to 24
using the ski 28 having a predetermined length.
[0036] Therefore, following effects can be achieved.
That is, being timed to the rotation of the rotor 10, the
cylinder space 8 is shut off by the shutoff valve 31 in a
radial direction and high pressure air and fuel are injected
into the sealed layer, which serves as the combustion
chamber 9, formed by the rotor blade 20 and shutoff valve
31 and the combustion expansion pressure thereof di-
rectly provide rotation to the rotor 10 and the working
shaft 3, with the shutoff valve 31 as a starting point for a
mechanical action. Moreover, constructing of so-called
the rotary internal combustion engine 601 which is driven
by the rotation of the rotor 10 indicates the following ef-
fect. That is, in the case of the rotary internal combustion
engine, since neither a rotational mechanism such as a
crank nor an eccentric shaft etc. are used and the engine
is driven by a circular rotation of the rotor, movements of
the machine can be simplified, resulting in reduction in
mechanical loss. As a feature of the rotary internal com-
bustion engine, high compression air, fuel, and the like
are supplied from a specialized mechanism and, there-
fore, the working stroke in the cylinder is shortened to
only the fuel expansion stroke, thus preventing leakage
of fuel during engine operations. Moreover, the rotary
internal combustion engine can be made simple in its
structure and small in its size and, therefore, the reduction
in manufacturing costs and in mechanical loss, reduction
of volume and weight can be achieved. The rotational
direction of the rotor is the same, which causes no weight
loss due to inertia. Due to decreased shock sound or
friction sound during the operation of the engine, quiet-
ness can be kept. The rotary internal combustion engine,
owing to its shape, is allowed to use a variety of fuels
including not only gasoline or light oil but also natural
gas, organic brewing fuel, heavy oil, hydrogen gas, and
the like. The internal combustion engine is widely appli-
cable to a variety of scales including small and large
scales.
[0037] The surrounding space in the cylinder 1 is shut
off and sealed by the shutoff valve 31 in a radial direction.
Specifically, in order to prevent shock and mutual inter-
ference accident between the shutoff valve 31 and the
rotor base surrounding base 13 at the time of the insertion
of the shutoff valve 31 into the cylinder space, being timed
to the insertion of the shutoff valve 31, the radial distance
of the rotor base 11 is shortened to has a cam-like shape
so that shock and interference between the lower end
face of the shutoff valve 31 and the rotor base surround-
ing wall 13 are avoided, thereby achieving mutual smooth
start of sliding.
[0038] Moreover, by attaching the adjusting valve 33
under the shutoff valve 31, and using the elastic body,
the coil spring etc., the adjustment of the upper and lower
distance between the valve body 32 and the adjusting
valve 33 is made possible, as a result, seizure between
the lower end face of the valve and the rotor base sur-
rounding wall 13 is prevented and proper sliding there-
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between can be achieved.
[0039] In order to prevent overheated seizure between
the rotor 10 and the cylinder circumferential wall 4 and
side internal walls 5 coming in contact with each of
left/right side faces of the rotor base 11, the rotor 10 is
divided into a plurality of portions in the left and right
direction and the distance in the left and right direction
is adjusted by using the spring or the like disposed in a
gap among the divided portions and sliding between each
of the left/right side faces of the rotor 10 described above
and the contacting walls is made proper.
[0040] Also, by adjusting the up/down and left/right dis-
tances of the rotor blade 20 by using a coil spring or the
like between the seal plates 22 to 24 of the rotor blade
20 and the base 25, seizure between the rotor blade 20
and the facing walls is prevented and excellent sliding
between the rotor blade 20 and the facing walls is ob-
tained while still maintaining hermeticity between in front
and at the rear of the rotor 10.
[0041] By providing a bridging lever called the ski 28
to the seal plates 22 to 24 of the rotor blade 20, grooves
and/or holes are bridged and mutual interference be-
tween the grooves and/or holes and the seal plates 22
to 24 can be prevented.
[0042] >

[First Embodiment]

[0043] Figure 8 is a cross-sectional view of a rotary
internal combustion engine 602 according to a first em-
bodiment of the present invention taken along a line c-c
of Fig. 9. Figure 9 is a cross-sectional view of the rotary
internal combustion engine 602 according to the first em-
bodiment of the present invention taken along a line e-e
of Fig. 8.
[0044] As shown in Figs. 8 and 9, in the rotary internal
combustion engine 602 of the first embodiment, a work-
ing shaft 103 is run concentrically through a cylinder 101
and a rotor 110 is fixed to the working shaft 103. The
rotor 110 includes a rotor blade 120 standing in a radial
direction of a rotor base 111 made up of a circular shell
and a rotor base circumferential wall 113. The rotor base
111 and the rotor blade 120 are formed integrally. Shaft
bushes 115 disposed in a center of a circle of each of
side lids 2 attached to left/right end surfaces of the cyl-
inder 101 support the working shaft 103. Bearings 117
are provided between the shaft bushes 115 and the work-
ing shaft 103 to make the rotation of the working shaft
103 smooth. A shutoff valve 131 is mechanically con-
nected via a valve pressing bar 144 to a valve recipro-
cating mechanism 161. An adjusting valve 133 is provid-
ed under a valve body 132 of the shutoff valve 131. A flat
shaft bush 158 is provided to smooth the operations of
the shutoff valve 131 by a valve pressing bar 144. The
shutoff valve 131 performs intermittent movements of in-
sertion and returning between an outside of the cylinder
101 and a cylinder space 108 by using driving force of
the valve reciprocating mechanism 161. The shutoff

valve 131, after the returning, is housed in a casing. The
upper portion of the shutoff valve 131 is hermetically held
by the horizontal valve-groove formed in the cylinder cir-
cumferential wall 104 and the lower end face of the shut-
off valve 131 is hermetically in contact with the rotor base
surrounding wall 113 described above to form a sliding
face of the rotor base 111.
[0045] When the rotary internal combustion engine
602 is driven, the rotor blade 120 passes through the
position of the shutoff valve 131 and, then immediately,
the shutoff valve 131 is inserted by the valve reciprocating
mechanism 161 into the cylinder space 108 to stop up
the cylinder space 108 in a radial direction. With this the
compressed mixed air supplied from a compressed
mixed air supplying mechanism 147 or compressed air
and fuel is/are injected by an injection nozzle 106 facing
the cylinder space 108 into a sealed layer serving as a
combustion chamber 109 formed between the shutoff
valve 131 and the rotor blade 120 to be ignited or fired
by an ignition plug 107 in the combustion chamber 109.
The combustion expansion pressure presses the rotor
blade 120, with the shutoff vale 131 as a starting point
for a mechanical action, to directly provide rotation to the
working shaft 103. Then, combustion gas is released
through an exhaust hole 142 formed in a place where
the rotation of the rotor almost ends and, for preparation
for a next stroke, the shutoff valve 131 is returned back
by the valve reciprocating mechanism 161 to the outside
of the cylinder 101, thereby completing one working
stroke. In the first embodiment, the combustion chamber
109 is formed in the cylinder space 108 and the combus-
tion expansion pressure generated in the combustion
chamber 109 directly provides rotation to the rotor 110
and the working shaft 103, with the shutoff valve 131 as
a starting point for a mechanical action.
[0046] On the other hand, a back face of the blade
base plate 121 is formed so as to be plane and to have
a rectangular base 125 extending upward from a lower
center of the plane portion of the blade base plate 121.
Side seal plates 122 are disposed in left/right portions of
the base 125. On the upper portion of the base 125 is
disposed a top seal plate 123. At both tangential angle
portions in the upper direction of the base 125 are dis-
posed corner seal plates 124. Each of the seal plates
122 to 124 is in a close contact with each of facing walls
so as to fill up a seizure preventing distance portion po-
sitioned between each external end of the blade base
plate 121 and each of the facing walls. A proper interval
is provided between the internal end face of each of the
above seal plates 122 to 124 and the base 125 and the
interval is adjusted by using the coil springs 135b etc. At
the same time, each of seal plates 122 to 124 is pushed
with pressure properly to ensure mutual contact between
each of the seal plates 122 to 124 and the cylinder cir-
cumferential wall 104. In a state where the base 125 and
each of the seal plates 122 to 124 are sandwiched be-
tween the blade base plate 121 and a pressing plate 127,
pins 138b is fixed to nuts 137.
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[0047] Then, particularly, in the first embodiment, at
the time of insertion of the shutoff valve 131 into the cyl-
inder space 108 and returning back to the outside of the
cylinder 101, in order to prevent contact interference such
as fretting and/or collision occurring between a lower end
face of the shutoff valve 131 and the rotor base surround-
ing wall 113, the rotary internal combustion engine has
following configurations. That is, a lifting electromagnet
151 is mounted on an upper end of the shutoff valve 131.
Two poles of the lifting electromagnet 151 are extending
along left/right side faces of the shutoff valve 131 so that
its lower end face is set to be positioned apart from
left/right upper portions of the adjusting valve 133 by an
interference avoidance distance h. The switching of cur-
rents for the lifting electromagnet 151 is performed by a
switching pointer 150, an electronic control, or the like.
Power is supplied to an electromagnet coil 153 via an
electrode 154 from a wiring 155.
[0048] By configuring as above, at the time of the in-
sertion of the shutoff valve 131 into the cylinder space
108, while maintaining a state in which the adjusting valve
133 is being lifted by the interference avoidance distance
h by application of power to the lifting electromagnet 151,
that is, while a distance between the adjusting valve 133
and the rotor base surrounding wall 113 is maintained,
the shutoff valve 131 is inserted into the cylinder space
108. Then, being timed to the completion of the insertion
of the shutoff valve 131, supply of power to the lifting
electromagnet 151 is stopped. When the adjusting valve
133 drops due to the stop of power supply, by applying
power, via a wiring 160, to a suction electromagnet 156
disposed in lower portions of longitudinal valve-grooves,
a lower end surface of the adjusting valve 133 is sucked
by stress of the suction electromagnet 156 to accelerate
the drop of the adjusting valve 133. The sliding between
the lower end face of the shutoff valve 133 and rotor base
surrounding wall 113 is stably maintained. Moreover, at
the time of returning of the shutoff valve 131 to the outside
of the cylinder 101, power supply to the suction electro-
magnet 156 is stopped and, at the same time, power is
supplied to the lifting electromagnet 151 and the adjust-
ing valve 133 is lifted by the interference avoidance dis-
tance h during the returning of the shutoff valve 131 to
the outside of the cylinder 101. The switching of currents
to the suction electromagnet 156 is performed by the
switching pointer 150, the electronic control, or the like.
[0049] As described above, the rotary internal combus-
tion engine 602 of the first embodiment includes the lifting
electromagnet 151 disposed on a top portion of the shut-
off valve 131 and the suction electromagnet 156 dis-
posed in the lower portions of the longitudinal valve-
grooves. Two poles of the lifting electromagnet 151 are
extending along left/right side faces of the shutoff valve
131 so that its lower end faces are set to be positioned
apart from left/right upper portions of the adjusting valve
133 by the interference avoidance distance h. At the in-
sertion of the shutoff valve 131 into the cylinder space
108, while a state in which the adjusting valve 133 is lifted

by the interference avoidance distance h by supplying
power to the lifting electromagnet 151 is being kept, the
shutoff valve 131 is inserted into the cylinder space 108
and, being timed to the completion of the insertion of the
shutoff valve 131, power supply to the lifting electromag-
net 151 is stopped to allow the shutoff valve 133 to drop.
At the same time, by applying power to the suction elec-
tromagnet 156, the lower end of the adjusting valve 133
is sucked by stress of the suction electromagnet 156 and
the drop of the adjusting valve 133 is accelerated and
stable sliding between the lower end face of the adjusting
valve 133 and the rotor base surrounding wall 113 is
maintained. At the time of the returning of the shutoff
valve 131 to the outside of the cylinder 101, by stopping
power supply to the suction electromagnet 156 and, at
the same time, by applying power to the lifting electro-
magnet 151 to lift the adjusting valve 133 by the interfer-
ence avoidance distance h, the shutoff valve 131 is re-
turned back to the outside of the cylinder 101.
[0050] Therefore, according to the first embodiment,
the adjusting valve 133 can be moved up and down rel-
ative to the valve body 132 of the shutoff valve 131 by
using two electromagnets 151 and 156. When the shutoff
valve 131 is inserted into the cylinder 101 or returned
back from the cylinder 101, by using the lifting electro-
magnet 151, the adjusting valve 133 is lifted and, at the
time of the completion of the insertion, by applying power
to the suction electromagnet 156 disposed in the lower
portions of the longitudinal valve-grooves, the adjusting
valve 133 is lowered, which causes the lower end face
of the adjusting valve 133 and the rotor base surrounding
wall 113 to start to slide smoothly and rapidly. That is, at
the time of the insertion or returning of the shutoff valve
131 into or from the cylinder 101, the interference be-
tween the adjusting valve 133 and the rotor base sur-
rounding wall 113 can be removed.
[0051] Moreover, the method of inserting the shutoff
valve 131 into the cylinder 101 shown in Figs. 8 and 9 is
referred to as so-called "horizontal insertion" in which the
shutoff valve 131 is inserted and drawn in a direction
orthogonal to a radius direction of the cylinder 101. How-
ever, the insertion method of the shutoff valve 131 has
a variety, for example, a method by which an arc-shaped
valve is inserted while the valve is rotating is also con-
ceivable. The electromagnet is named for the conven-
ience of an explanation and the name has nothing to do
with its nature. The switching of currents of the lifting
electromagnet 151 and the suction electromagnet 156 is
performed by the switching point 150, the electronic con-
trol, or the like.
[0052] Figure 10 is a partial cross-sectional diagram
of a rotary internal combustion engine 603. Figure 11 is
a partial cross-sectional diagram showing an improved
example of the rotary internal combustion engine.
[0053] As shown in Fig. 10, the rotary internal combus-
tion engine 603 has two shutoff valves 231a and 231b
to be controlled by a valve reciprocating mechanism 261.
Further, in a cylinder 201, a rotor 210 has two rotor blades
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220a and 220b and provided all components required to
perform one working stroke for every one-half rotation of
the rotor 210 in which one working stroke includes oper-
ations of the shutoff valve 231a and 231b, injection noz-
zles 206a and 206b, ignition plugs 207a and 207b, ex-
haust holes 242a and 242b, and the like. For every one-
half rotation of the rotor 210, two working strokes are
completed. Moreover, compressed mixed air is supplied
from a compressed mixed air supply mechanism 247.
[0054] As shown in Fig. 11, the rotary internal combus-
tion engine 603 is equipped with three shutoff valves
231a, 231b, and 231c controlled by the valve reciprocat-
ing mechanism 261. In the cylinder 201, the rotor 210
has three rotor blades 220a to 220c and provided all com-
ponents required to perform one working stroke for every
one-third rotation of the rotor 210 in which one working
stroke includes operations of the shutoff valve 231a to
231c, injection nozzles 206a to 206c, ignition plugs 207a
to 207c, exhaust holes 242a to 242c and the like. For
every one-third rotation of the rotor 210, three working
strokes are completed. Moreover, the compressed mixed
air is supplied from the compressed mixed air supply
mechanism 247.
[0055] That is, one of the characters of the rotary in-
ternal combustion engine is that the rotor 210 has X
(X=1,2, ...) pieces of the rotor blades and, for every one-
Xth rotation of the rotor 210, X times of working stroke is
completed. Moreover, an upper portion of the shutoff
valves 231 (231a, 231b, ...) are hermetically held by a
horizontal valve-grooves formed in a cylinder circumfer-
ential wall 204 and lower end faces of the shutoff valves
231 (231a, 231b, ...) are hermetically held by a rotor base
surrounding wall 213 to form sliding faces of a rotor base
formed integrally with a side rotor base.
[0056] Working of one stroke is equivalent to working
of one cylinder of a reciprocating engine and, therefore,
a plurality of working is simultaneously performed in one
cylinder contributes to reduction in volume in an internal
combustion engine. The internal combustion engine is
allowed to design so that a working distance is matched
to a combustion distance depending on a difference in a
type and quality of fuels.
[0057] As described above, the rotary internal combus-
tion engine is characterized in that the rotor 210 has X
(X=1,2,3 ...) pieces of the rotor blades (220a, 220b, ...)
and there are all components required to perform one
working stroke for every one-Xth rotation of the rotor 210
in which one working stroke includes operations of the
shutoff valves 231a, 231b, ..., injection nozzles 206a,
206b, ..., ignition plugs 207a, 207b, ..., exhaust holes
242a, 242b, ..., and the like and, for every one-Nth rota-
tion of the rotor 210, N times of working stroke are com-
pleted.
[0058] Therefore, in the cylinder 201, the rotor 210 has
a plurality of the rotor blades 220. An angle obtained by
dividing one rotation angel of the rotor 210, that is, 360°
by the number of the rotor blades 220 is defined as one
working angle, at one working angle, working stroke hav-

ing the same number as the number of the rotor blades
220 is completed. This enables the volume of the cylinder
201 to be effectively used and, the setting of a working
distance being suitable to the combustion distance of fu-
els as well.
[0059] Figure 12 is a partial cross-sectional view show-
ing a rotary internal combustion engine 604. Figure 13
is also a partial cross-sectional view showing, in detail,
configurations of components around a sub-combustion
chamber 351.
[0060] As shown in Figs. 12 and 13, in the rotary inter-
nal combustion engine 604, a working shaft 303 is run
concentrically through a cylinder 301 and a rotor 310 is
fixed to the working shaft 303. The rotor 310 includes a
rotor base 311 made up of a circular shell and a rotor
blade 320 standing in a radial direction of a rotor base
surrounding wall 313. The rotor base 311 and the rotor
blade 320 are formed integrally. An upper portion of a
shutoff valve 331 driven by a valve reciprocating mech-
anism 361 is hermetically held by a horizontal valve-
groove formed in a cylinder circumferential wall 304 and
a lower end face of the shutoff valve 331 is hermetically
in contact with the rotor base surrounding wall 313 to
form a sliding face of the rotary base 311. The rotor blade
320 has a base 325. The base 325 is provided with side
seal plates 322 on its left/right portions and with a top
seal plate 323 in its upper portion and with corner seal
plates 324 at a tangential angle portion in the upper por-
tion. In a partial portion of the seal plate 323, a bar called
a ski 328 as described earlier is also provided.
[0061] The rotary internal combustion engine 604 has
a sub-combustion chamber 351 disposed on an outside
of the cylinder 301 in a forth direction of the shutoff valve
331 and two high-pressure air nozzles 352 in the sub-
combustion chamber 351 in a manner to face each other.
Further, a fuel nozzle 353 is attached in a manner to point
a portion toward which high-pressure air nozzles 352 in-
ject. At the time of operations of the rotary internal com-
bustion engine 604, high-pressure air supplied from a
high-pressure air supplying mechanism 348 is injected
from the two high-pressure air nozzles 352. Being timed
to the injection, fuel supplied from a fuel supplying mech-
anism 349 is injected from a fuel nozzle 353. Air and fuel
injected from the three nozzles 352 to 353 are mixed and
stirred therein, resulting in natural firing. The jet of a flame
reaches a cylinder space 308 through a connecting port
354 and in a combustion chamber 309 formed between
the shutoff valve 331 and the rotor 310, presses the rotor
blade 320 with pressure, with the shutoff valve 331 as a
starting point for a mechanical action, to provide the ro-
tation to the working shaft 303. Then, combustion gas is
released through an exhaust hole 342 in an appropriate
position existing in a place where the rotation of the rotor
310 almost ends and, for preparation for a next stroke,
the shutoff valve 331 is returned back by the valve recip-
rocating mechanism 361 to the outside of the cylinder
301, thereby completing one working stroke. A bridging
plate 329 to let the rotor blade 320 smoothly pass through
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is formed on the exhaust hole 342. The present engine
is based on a water cooling and, therefore, a water chan-
nel 358 to make cooling water pass through is provided
in an outer shell 359. The reference number 326 is a rib
for attaching machinery.
[0062] As explained above, the rotary internal combus-
tion engine 604 includes the cylinder 301 which has the
cylinder circumferential wall 304 having a horizontal
valve-groove in its inner circumferential face, the working
shaft 303 concentrically run through the cylinder 301 and
freely rotate, the rotor 310 having the rotor base 311
made up of a circular shell and the rotor blade 320 stand-
ing in a radial direction of the rotor base surrounding wall
313 and being fixed to the working shaft 303, the shutoff
valve 331 to perform intermittent movements of insertion
and returning between the outside of the cylinder 301
and the cylinder space 308, the sub-combustion chamber
351 disposed outside of the cylinder 301 and in the forth
direction of the shutoff valve 331, two high-pressure air
nozzles 352 mounted in the sub-combustion chamber
351 in a manner to face each other, and the fuel nozzle
353 attached so as to point a portion toward which the
high-pressure air nozzle 352 injects. In the cylinder space
308 in the cylinder 301, all portions are hermetically in
contact with left and right side internal walls 5 and the
cylinder circumferential wall 304, which are both side sur-
faces of the rotor base 311 and outer edge portions of
the rotor blade 320. After the completion of insertion of
the shutoff valve 331 into the cylinder space 308, both
sides of the shutoff valve 331 are hermetically held by
two longitudinal valve-grooves formed in left and right
side lids and the upper end portion of the shutoff valve
331 is hermetically held by a horizontal valve-groove in
the cylinder circumferential wall 304 and, further, a lower
end face of the shutoff valve 331 is hermetically in contact
with the rotor base surrounding wall 313 to form a sliding
surface of the rotor base 311 and, in the sub-combustion
chamber 351, air injected from the two high-pressure air
nozzles 352 disposed in a manner to face each other and
fuel injected from the fuel nozzle 353 is mixed and stirred
and then ignited.
[0063] Therefore, in the sub-combustion chamber 351,
air injected by the two high-pressure air nozzles 352 dis-
posed in a manner to face each other and fuel injected
from the fuel nozzle 353 is mixed and stirred, resulting
in ignition. By performing the injection of air and the in-
jection of fuel simultaneously, in the sub-combustion
chamber 351, air and fuel are stirred and mixed which
ensures combustion. Even in the case of using slow com-
bustion oil, fuel is ignited or fired in the sub-combustion
chamber 351 and a jet of flame is injected into a sealed
layer in the cylinder 301 and, therefore, types of fuel prop-
erties that can be used in this rotary internal combustion
engine 604 can be widened, for example, to even low
combustible oil.
[0064] >

[Second Embodiment]

[0065] Figure 14 is a partial cross-sectional view of a
rotary internal combustion engine 605 of the second em-
bodiment of the present invention. As shown in Fig. 14,
the rotary internal combustion engine 605 is character-
ized in that, by providing a plurality of injection nozzles
406a and 406b in a manner to be positioned properly in
a working angle suitably corresponding the travel of a
rotor 410 relative to a shutoff valve 431 and to face a
cylinder space 408, and by injecting, from each of injec-
tion nozzles 406a and 406b, high-pressure air, fuel, and
mixed air into a fuel chamber 409 being a sealed layer
formed between a shutoff valve 431 and a rotor blade
420 at the time of working, the support of combustion
can be realized and working force can be enhanced.
[0066] In the operations of the rotary internal combus-
tion engine 605, when the rotor blade 420 passes through
a position of the shutoff valve 431, the shutoff valve 431
is immediately inserted by a valve reciprocating mecha-
nism 461 into the cylinder space 408 and a space in a
radial direction of the cylinder space 408 is shut off. Then,
a sealed layer formed between the shutoff valve 431 and
the rotor blade 420 is used as a combustion chamber
409 and compressed mixed air or compressed air and
fuel is/are injected from the injection nozzles 406a and
406b facing the cylinder space 408 to be ignited or fired
by an ignition plug 407 in the fuel chamber 409. The thus
generated combustion expansion pressure presses the
rotor blade 420 to directly provide rotation to a working
shaft 403, with the shutoff valve 431 as a starting point
for a mechanical action. Then, combustion gas is re-
leased through an exhaust hole 442 formed in a place
where the rotation of the rotor almost ends and, for prep-
aration for next stroke, the shutoff valve 431 is returned
back by the valve reciprocating mechanism 461 to the
outside of the cylinder 401, thereby completing one work-
ing stroke. Moreover, on the exhaust hole 442 is formed
a bridging plate 429 so that the rotor blade 420 can pass
through smoothly.
[0067] As explained above, the rotary internal combus-
tion engine 605 of the second embodiment of the present
invention is characterized in that, a plurality of injection
nozzles 406a and 406b is provided in a manner to be
positioned properly in the working angle suitably corre-
sponding the travel of the rotor 410 relative to the shutoff
valve 431 and face the cylinder space 408 and, from each
of injection nozzles 406a and 406b, each of high-pres-
sure air, fuel, and mixed air is injected into the fuel cham-
ber 409 being the sealed layer formed between the shut-
off valve 431 and the rotor blade 420 at the time of work-
ing.
[0068] Therefore, according to the second embodi-
ment, by providing a plurality of injection nozzles 406a
and 406b at a appropriate place where a working angle
for the shutoff valve 431 is changed and by additionally
injecting air, fuel, or the like from the injection nozzles
406a and 406b during one working stroke, driving force
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and combustion force can be enhanced. Secondarily, it
is possible to use exhaust gas as secondary fuel. More-
over, the example is shown in which two injection nozzles
are provided, however, the present invention is not lim-
ited to this and more injection nozzles may be provided.
[0069] >

[Third Embodiment]

[0070] Figures 15 and 16 are partial cross-sectional
diagrams of the rotary internal combustion engine 606
of the third embodiment of the present invention. As
shown in Figs. 15 and 16, a working shaft 503 is run
concentrically through a cylinder 501 and a rotor 510 is
fixed to the working shaft 503. The rotor 510 is construct-
ed of a rotor base 511 made up of a circular shell and a
rotor blade 520 disposed in a radial direction of a rotor
base surrounding wall 513. The rotor base 511 and the
rotor blade 520 are formed integrally. The upper portion
of a shutoff valve 531 is hermetically held by a horizontal
valve-groove formed in a cylinder circumferential wall
504 and the lower end face of the shutoff valve 531 is
hermetically in contact with the rotor base surrounding
wall 513 described above to form a sliding face of the
rotor base 511. The driving of the shutoff valve 531 is
controlled by a valve reciprocating mechanism 561. All
components required for performing one working stroke,
such as an injection nozzle 506, an ignition plug 507, and
an exhaust hole 542 are provided. In the example, on
the exhaust hole 542 is formed a bridging plate 528 so
that the rotor blade 520 can pass through smoothly.
[0071] In the rotary internal combustion engine 606 of
the third embodiment, a lubricating oil required in a space
between a rotor 510 and the cylinder inner walls 504
and/or 505 is supplied by configuring the engine 606 as
follows. That is, each of oil transfer holes 551 passing
through a shaft center of the working shaft 503 extends
from both left/right ends toward its center and, when
passing over a line of cylinder side inner wall 505, chang-
es an angle in a radial direction. Each of the left/right oil
transfer holes 551, immediately when coming out to sur-
faces of the shaft, is connected to oil transfer grooves
552 formed on left/right side surfaces of the rotor base
511. The left/right oil transfer grooves 552 are opened at
the rotor base surrounding wall 513 in a position in front
of a base of the rotor blade 520 and are terminated.
[0072] At the time of working of the rotary internal com-
bustion engine 606, the lubricating oil fed from a oil sup-
plying pump 550 when entering the oil transfer grooves
552 lubricates both sides of the rotor base 511 and when
going out from the oil transfer grooves 552 onto the rotor
base surrounding wall 513 also lubricates seal plates 522
to 524 attached on left/right sides of the rotor blade 520
by centrifugal force of rotation of the rotor 510. Excessive
lubricating oil stays in a bottom of the cylinder circumfer-
ential wall 503 to provide lubrication to the seal plates
523 to 524 on a top surface of the rotor blade 520. The
excessive lubricating oil drops, due to sweeping by the

rotor 510, into an oil collecting groove 553 formed in the
cylinder circumferential wall 504 and, further, enters an
oil collecting hole 554 and is circulated for reuse. The
excessive lubricating oil after being circulated is collected
by an oil collecting mechanism 557.
[0073] As described above, the rotary internal combus-
tion engine 606 of the third embodiment includes the oil
transfer holes 551 and the oil transfer grooves 552 con-
figured to transfer the lubricating oil fed from the oil supply
pump 550, the oil collecting groove 553 to collect the
excessive lubricating oil and the oil collecting hole 554
to let the collected oil be circulated for reuse. The oil
transfer holes 551 passes through a shaft center of the
working shaft 503 and extends from both left/right ends
toward a center and, when passing over the line of the
cylinder side inner wall 505, changes an angle in a radial
direction and the left/right oil transfer holes 551, imme-
diately after coming out to surfaces of the shaft, are con-
nected to the oil transfer grooves 552 formed on left/right
side surfaces of the rotor base 511 and the left/right oil
transfer grooves 552 are opened at the rotor base sur-
rounding wall 513 in a position in front of a base of the
rotor blade 520 and is then terminated. At the time of
working of the rotary internal combustion engine 606, the
lubricating oil fed from the oil supplying pump 550, when
entering the oil transfer grooves 552, lubricates both
sides of the rotor base 511 and, when going out from the
oil transfer grooves 552 onto the rotor base surrounding
wall 513, also lubricates left/right sides of the rotor blade
520 by centrifugal force of rotation of the rotor 510 and
excessive lubricating oil stays in a bottom of the cylinder
circumferential wall 504 to provide lubrication to the top
surface of the rotor blade 520 and the excessive lubri-
cating oil drops, due to sweeping by the rotor 510, into
the oil collecting groove 553 formed in the cylinder cir-
cumferential wall 504 and further enters the oil collecting
hole 554 and is circulated for reuse.
[0074] Therefore, according to the third embodiment,
regarding the oil supply to the internal walls 504 and 505
of the cylinder 501 being contact with an outer edge of
the rotor 510, the oil transfer holes 551 having been run
through the working shaft 503 is guided in a radial direc-
tion and enters the oil transfer grooves 552 to lubricate
both sides of the rotor 510 and, further, the lubricating oil
flown away from the oil transfer grooves 552 by centrif-
ugal force of the rotating rotor 510 also lubricate an outer
edge of the rotor 510, that is, rotor seals and its contact
walls. Excessive lubricating oil enters the oil collecting
groove 553 and is circulated for reuse and, therefore, the
lubricating oil is supplied to entire portions, in a manner
to eliminate waste. Moreover, the lubricating means of
the lubricating oil shown in the third embodiment is one
of examples and other various methods of lubricating
may be used in the construction of the rotary internal
combustion engine.
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INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0075] The rotary internal combustion engine de-
scribed in each of the above embodiments has a shape
so as to use a variety of kinds of fuel such as gasoline,
light oil, natural gas, organic brewing fuel, heavy oil, or
hydrogen gas. The internal combustion engine of the in-
vention is widely applicable to a variety of scales including
small and large scales.

Claims

1. A rotary internal combustion engine comprising:

a cylinder (101) having a cylinder circumferential
wall (104) provided with a horizontal valve-
groove (41) on an inner circumferential surface
thereof;
a working shaft (103) concentrically run through
said cylinder and held to be freely rotatable;
a rotor (110) which includes a rotor base (111)
made of a circular shell, a rotor base surrounding
wall (113), and a rotor blade (120) standing in a
radial direction of said rotor base surrounding
wall, and which is firmly fixed to said working
shaft (103);
a shutoff valve (131) which performs intermittent
movements of insertion and returning between
an outside of said cylinder (101) and a cylinder
space (108) defined inside said cylinder, the
shutoff valve including an adjusting valve (133)
which is provided on a lower edge of said shutoff
valve and capable of extending from the lower
edge of said shutoff valve;
an electromagnet which moves said adjusting
valve (133) with respect to the said shutoff valve
(131); and
left and right side lids (2) each having one of two
longitudinal valve-grooves (40);
wherein, in said cylinder space (108), both side
faces of said rotor base (111) and all outer edge
portions of said rotor blade (120) are hermeti-
cally in contact with left and right inner walls; and
when the insertion of said shutoff valve (131)
into said cylinder space (108) is completed, both
ends of said shutoff valve are hermetically held
by said two longitudinal valve-grooves (40)
formed in said left and right side lids (2) respec-
tively, an upper portion of said shutoff valve is
hermetically held by said horizontal valve-
groove (41) formed in said cylinder circumfer-
ential wall (104) and a lower end surface of said
shutoff valve is hermetically in contact with said
rotor base surrounding wall (113) to form a slid-
ing face of said rotor base;
immediately after passing of said rotor blade
(120) through a position of said shutoff valve

(131), said shutoff valve is inserted into said cyl-
inder space, and then said adjusting valve (133)
is extended from said shutoff valve by operating
said electromagnet to stop up said cylinder
space (108) in a radial direction, and com-
pressed mixed air, or compressed air and fuel
is/are injected into a sealed layer, which serves
as a combustion chamber (109) and which is
defined between said shutoff valve and said ro-
tor blade, to be ignited or fired in said combustion
chamber; and
further said rotor blade (120) is pressed with
combustion expansion pressure, with said shut-
off valve (131) as a base point for a mechanical
action, to directly provide rotation to said working
shaft (103), and combustion gas is released
through an exhaust hole (142) and said shutoff
valve is returned back to the outside of said cyl-
inder for preparation of a next stroke to terminate
one working stroke,
characterized by further comprising:

a lifting electromagnet (151) disposed on a
top portion of said shutoff valve (131); and
a suction electromagnet (156) disposed on
a lower portion of said longitudinal valve-
groove (41),
wherein two poles of said lifting electromag-
net (151) are extending along left/right side
faces of said shutoff valve (131) so that low-
er end faces thereof are set to be positioned
apart from left/right upper portions of said
adjusting valve (133) by an interference
avoidance distance (h);
when inserting said shutoff valve (131) into
said cylinder space (108), said shutoff valve
is inserted into said cylinder space while
keeping a state in which said adjusting valve
(133) is lifted by the interference avoidance
distance (h) by supplying power to said lift-
ing electromagnet (151), and power supply
to said lifting electromagnet is stopped be-
ing timed to completion of the insertion of
said shutoff valve, to lower said shutoff
valve and at the same time power is applied
to said suction electromagnet (156) to suck
a lower end of said adjusting valve (133) by
suction force of said suction electromagnet,
to facilitate the lowering of said adjusting
valve and to maintain stable sliding between
the lower end face of said adjusting valve
(133) and said rotor base surrounding wall
(113); and when returning said shutoff valve
to the outside of said cylinder, power supply
to said suction electromagnet (156) is
stopped and at the same time the power is
applied to said lifting electromagnet (151)
to lift said adjusting valve by the interference
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avoidance distance (h) during returning said
shutoff valve back to the outside of said cyl-
inder.

2. The rotary internal combustion engine according to
Claim 1, characterized by further comprising:

a mechanism which inserts said shutoff valve
(131) into said cylinder (101) in a direction par-
allel to said working shaft (103) while keeping
an interference avoidance distance between
said adjusting valve and said rotor base sur-
rounding wall,
wherein after insertion of said shutoff valve into
said cylinder, said electromagnet moves the
lower edge of said shutoff valve (131) in a direc-
tion perpendicular to said working shaft (103)
until the lower edge contacts said rotor base sur-
rounding wall (113).

Patentansprüche

1. Rotationsbrennkraftmaschine mit:

einem Zylinder (101), der eine Zylinderumfangs-
wand (104) mit einer horizontalen Ventilnut (41)
an seiner inneren Umfangsfläche aufweist,
einer Arbeitswelle (103), die konzentrisch durch
den Zylinder verläuft und frei drehbar gehalten
ist,
einem Rotor (110), der eine Rotorbasis (111)
aufweist, die aufgebaut ist aus einer kreisförmi-
gen Schale, einer Rotorbasisumfangswand
(113) und einem Rotorflügel (120), der in einer
radialen Richtung der Rotorbasisumfangswand
steht, und der fest an der Arbeitswelle (103) be-
festigt ist,
einem Sperrventil (131), das intermittierende
Bewegungen des Einfahrens und Zurückkeh-
rens zwischen einer Außenseite des Zylinders
(101) und einem Zylinderraum (108) ausführt,
der im Inneren des Zylinders definiert ist, wobei
das Sperrventil ein Einstellventil (133) aufweist,
das an einer unteren Kante des Sperrventils an-
geordnet ist und in der Lage ist, von der unteren
Kante des Sperrventils aus auszufahren,
einem Elektromagneten, der das Einstellventil
(133) in Bezug auf das Sperrventil (131) bewegt,
und
linken und rechten seitlichen Deckeln (2), die
jeweils eine von zwei längs verlaufenden Ven-
tilnuten (40) haben, wobei in dem genannten Zy-
linderraum (108) beide Seitenflächen der Rotor-
basis (111) und alle äußeren Randbereiche des
Rotorsflügels (120) hermetisch mit linken und
rechten inneren Wänden in Kontakt stehen, und
wenn das Einfahren des Sperrventils (131) in

den Zylinderraum (108) abgeschlossen ist, bei-
de Enden des Sperrventils hermetisch durch die
beiden längs verlaufenden Ventilnuten (40) ge-
halten sind, die in dem linken bzw. rechten seit-
lichen Deckel (2) gebildet sind, ein oberer Teil
des Sperrventils hermetisch durch die horizon-
tale Ventilnut (41) gehalten ist, die in der Zylin-
derumfangswand (104) gebildet ist, und eine un-
tere Endfläche des Sperrventils hermetisch mit
der Rotorbasisumfangswand (113) in Kontakt
gehalten ist, um eine Gleitfläche der Rotorbasis
zu bilden,
unmittelbar nach dem Durchgang des Rotorflü-
gels (120) durch eine Position des Sperrventils
(131) dieses Sperrventil in den Zylinderraum
eingefahren wird und dann das Einstellventil
(133) durch Betätigen des Elektromagneten von
dem Sperrventil ausgefahren wird, um den ge-
nannten Zylinderraum (108) in einer radialen
Richtung abzusperren, und komprimierte
Mischluft oder komprimierte Luft und Brennstoff
in eine abgedichtete Schicht injiziert wird/wer-
den, die als eine Brennkammer (109) dient und
die zwischen dem Sperrventil und dem Rotor-
flügel definiert ist, um in dieser Brennkammer
gezündet oder verbrannt zu werden, und
der Rotorflügel (120) weiterhin mit Expansions-
druck der Verbrennung beaufschlagt wird, wo-
bei das Sperrventil (131) einen Basispunkt für
eine mechanische Wirkung hat, um der Arbeits-
welle (103) unmittelbar eine Rotation zu erteilen,
und Verbrennungsgas durch ein Auspuffloch
(142) abgegeben wird und das Sperrventil zur
Außenseite des Zylinders zurückgebracht wird,
um einen nächsten Hub vorzubereiten, um ei-
nen Arbeitshub zu beenden
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass sie weiterhin
aufweist:

einen Hubelektromagneten (151), der an ei-
nem oberen Teil des Sperrventils (131) an-
geordnet ist, und
einen Saugelektromagneten (156), der an
einem unteren Teil der längs verlaufenden
Ventilnut (41) angeordnet ist,
wobei zwei Pole des Hubelektromagneten
(151) sich entlang linker/rechter Seitenflä-
chen des Sperrventils (131) erstrecken, so
dass untere Endflächen desselben auf Po-
sitionen eingestellt werden, in denen sie um
eine Kollisionsvermeidungsdistanz (h) von
linken/rechten oberen Teilen des Einstell-
ventils (133) abgerückt sind,
beim Einfahren des Sperrventils (131) in
den Zylinderraum (108) das Sperrventil in
den Zylinderraum eingeführt wird, während
es in einem Zustand bleibt, in dem das Ein-
stellventil (133) durch Energiezufuhr zu
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dem Hubelektromagneten (151) um die Kol-
lisionsvermeidungsdistanz (h) angehoben
ist, und das Ende der Energiezufuhr zu dem
Hubelektromagneten zeitlich auf die Vollen-
dung des Einfahrens des Sperrventils ein-
gestellt ist, um das Sperrventil abzusenken,
und gleichzeitig Energie zu dem Saugelek-
tromagneten (156) zugeführt wird, um ein
unteres Ende des Einstellventils (133)
durch anziehende Kraft des Saugelektro-
magneten anzuziehen, um das Absenken
des Einstellventils zu erleichtern und eine
stabile Gleitbewegung zwischen der unte-
ren Endfläche des Einstellventils (133) und
der Rotorbasisumfangswand (113) auf-
recht zu erhalten, und bei der Rückkehr des
Sperrventils zur Außenseite des Zylinders
die Energiezufuhr zu dem Saugelektroma-
gneten (156) zu der Zeit beendet wird, zu
der die Energie zu dem Hubelektromagne-
ten (151) zugeführt wird, um das Einstell-
ventil während der Rückkehr des Ventils zu-
rück zur Außenseite des Zylinders um die
Kollisionsvermeidungsdistanz (h) anzuhe-
ben.

2. Rotationsbrennkraftmaschine nach Anspruch 1, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass sie weiterhin auf-
weist:

einen Mechanismus, der das Sperrventil (131)
in einer Richtung parallel zu der Arbeitswelle
(103) in den Zylinder (101) einführt, unter Ein-
haltung einer Kollisionsvermeidungsdistanz
zwischen dem Einstellventil und der Rotorbasis-
umfangswand,
wobei nach dem Einfahren des Sperrventils in
den Zylinder der Elektromagnet das untere En-
de des Sperrventils (131) in eine Richtung recht-
winklig zu der Arbeitswelle (103) bewegt, bis die
untere Kante die Rotorbasisumfangswand
(133) berührt.

Revendications

1. moteur rotatif à combustion interne comportant :

une cylindre (101) ayant une paroi circonféren-
tielle du cylindre (104) munie d’une vanne-rai-
nure horizontale (41) sur une surface circonfé-
rentielle interne de celle-ci,
une arbre de travail (103) paissant de manière
concentrique à travers ledit cylindre et maintenu
pour pourvoir tourner librement,
un rotor (110) qui comprend une base de rotor
(111) constituée d’une coque circulaire, une pa-
roi environnante de base de rotor (113), et une

pale de rotor (120) se trouvant dans une direc-
tion radiale de ladite paroi environnante de base
de rotor, et qui est solidement fixée audit arbre
de travail (103),
une vanne d’arrêt (131) qui effectue des mou-
vements intermittents d’insertion et de retour en-
tre l’extérieur dudit cylindre (101) et une cham-
bre de cylindre (108) définie à l’intérieur dudit
cylindre, la vanne d’arrêt comprenant une vanne
de réglage (133) qui est prévue sur un bord in-
férieur de ladite vanne d’arrêt et capable de
s’étendre à partir du bord intérieur de ladite van-
ne d’arrêt,
un électro-aimant qui déplace ladite vanne de
réglage (133) par rapport à ladite vanne d’arrêt
(131), et
des couvercles latéraux gauche et droit (2) ayant
chacun l’une parmi deux vannes-rainures longi-
tudinales (40),
dans lequel, dans ladite chambre de cylindre
(108), les deux faces latérales de ladite base de
rotor (111) et toutes les parties de bord extérieur
de ladite pale de rotor (120) sont hermétique-
ment en contact avec des parois internes gau-
che et droite, et
lorsque l’insertion de ladite vanne d’arrêt (131)
dans ladite chambre de cylindre (108) est termi-
née, les deux extrémités de ladite vanne d’arrêt
sont hermétiquement maintenues par lesdites
deux vannes-rainures (40) longitudinales for-
mées dans lesdits couvercles latéraux gauche
et droit (2), respectivement, une partie supérieu-
re de ladite vanne d’arrêt est hermétiquement
maintenue par ladite vanne-rainure horizontale
(41) formés dans ladite paroi circonférentielle
de cylindre (104) et une surface d’extrémité in-
férieure de ladite vanne d’arrêt est en contact
hermétiquement avec ladite paroi environnante
de base du rotor (113) pour former une surface
de glissement de ladite base de rotor,
immédiatement après le passage de ladite pale
de rotor (120) par une position de ladite vanne
d’arrêt (131), ladite vanne d’arrêt est insérée
dans ladite chambre de cylindre, et ensuite la-
dite vanne de réglage (133) est prolongés à par-
tir de ladite vanne d’arrêt en actionnant ledit
électro-aimant pour boucher ladite chambre de
cylindre (108) dans une direction radiale , et de
l’air mixte comprimé, ou de l’air comprimé et du
combustible est/sont injecté(s) dans une couche
étanche, laquelle sert de chambre de combus-
tion (109) et qui est définie entre ladite vanne
d’arrêt et ladite pale de rotor, pour être enflam-
mée ou allumée dans ladite chambre de com-
bustion, et
en outre ladite pale de rotor (120) est pressée
avec une pression d’expansion de combustion,
avec ladite vanne d’arrêt (131) en tant que point
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de départ pour une action mécanique, pour ap-
pliquer directement la rotation audit arbre de tra-
vail (103), et le gaz de combustion est libéré à
travers un, trou d’échappement (142) et ladite
vanne d’arrêt est renvoyés de nouveau vers l’ex-
térieur dudit cylindre pour la preparation d’une
course suivante afin de mettre fin à une course
de travail,
caractérisé en ce qu’il comporte en outre :

un électro-aimant de levage (151) disposé
sur une partie supérieure de ladite vanne
d’arrêt (131), et
un électro-aimant d’aspiration (156) dispo-
sé sur une partie inférieure de ladite vanne-
rainure longitudinale (41),
dans lequel deux pôles dudit électro-aimant
de levage (151) s’étendent le long des faces
latérales gauche/droite de ladite vanne d’ar-
rêt (131) de sorte que des faces d’extrémité
inférieure de celle-ci sont établies pour être
positionnées à l’écart des parties supérieu-
res gauche/droite de ladite vanne de régla-
ge (133) par une distance d’évitement d’in-
terférence (h),
lors de l’insertion de ladite vanne d’arrêt
(131) dans ladite chambre de cylindre
(108), ladite vanne d’arrêt est insérée dans
ladite chambre de cylindre tout en mainte-
nant un état dans lequel ladite vanne de ré-
glage (133) est soulevée par la distance
d’évitement d’interférence (h) en fournissait
de l’énergie électrique audit électro-aimant
de levage (151), et la fourniture d’énergie
électrique audit électro-aimant de levage
est arrêtée étant programmée à la fin de
l’insertion de ladite vanne d’arrêt, pour
abaisser ladite vanne d’arrêt et au, même
moment de l’énergie électrique est appli-
quée audit électro-aimant d’aspiration (156)
pour aspirer une extrémité inférieure de la-
dite vanne de réglage (133) par la force
d’aspiration dudit électro-aimant d’aspira-
tion, afin de faciliter l’abaissement de ladite
vanne de réglage et de maintenir stable le
plissement entre la face d’extrémité infé-
rieure de ladite vanne de réglage (133) et
ladite paroi environnante de base de rotor
(113), et lors du retour de ladite vanne d’ar-
rêt à l’extérieur dudit cylindre, la fourniture
d’énergie électrique audit électroaimant
d’aspiration (156) est arrêtée et en même
temps l’énergie électrique est appliquée
audit électro-aimant de levage (151) pour
soulevez ladite vanne de réglage de la dis-
tance d’évitement d’interférence (h) per-
dant le retour de ladite vanne d’arrêt à l’ex-
térieur dudit cylindre.

2. Monteur rotatif à combustion interne selon à reven-
dication 1, caractérisé en ce qu’il comporte en
outre :

une mécanisé qui insère ladite vanne d’arrêt
(131) dans ledit cylindre (101) dans une direc-
tion parallèle audit arbre de travail (103) tout en
conservent une distance d’évitement d’interfé-
rence entre ladite vanne de réglage et ladite pa-
roi environnante de base du rotor,
dans lequel, après l’insertion de ladite vanne
d’arrêt dans ledit cylindre, ledit électro-aimant
se déplace du bord intérieur de ladite vanne d’ar-
rêt (131) dans une direction perpendiculaire
audit arbre de travail (103) jusqu’à ce que le bord
intérieur entre en contact avec ladite paroi en-
vironnante de base de rotor (113).
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